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Side Pumped Nd:YAG Laser
The Beginning
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Side pumped laser spark plug
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End Pumped Nd:YAG Laser
The Next Step
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End pumped, Nd:YAG laser






End Pumped Laser Spark Plug
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End Pumped Laser CW Output Analysis
Nd 1.1%
Nd 0.9%
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Pump beam scanning configuration
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Beam Shape
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Thermal management parameters
3−⋅ cmg 11 −− ⋅⋅ KcmW 11 −− ⋅⋅ KgJ




Nd:YAG 4.56 0.14 0.59
Aluminum 2.70 2.37 0.89
Copper 8.96 4.01 0.38
Silver 10.5 4.29 0.23
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Optical Distributor
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Current Status
• Pulse energies of >8 millijoule
• Pulse width of 5-6 nanosecond
• M2 to be determined
• Sapphire and fused silica lens assemblies 
under construction
• Costs are dropping…
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To Do List
• Test laser components
−Test higher concentrations of Cr:YAG
−Test lower reflectivity output couplers
−Cool the  YAG rod
• Test 200 watt, 400 micrometer fiber laser
• Test plug lens assemblies
• Engine test
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Laser Sparkplug Costs
• Single Unit, OTS costs
−Laser pump source - ~$12k
−Pump power supply - ~$7k
−Optical fiber - <$30/m
−Distributor - ~$300 + a motor driver
−Laser plugs ~$800 + mounts
• Source + Distributor <$20k + plug costs
• Should drop with mass production
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